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ABSTRACT

During the summer months of 1974, the Colorado Division of Highways met with full 
scale erosion problems related to highway construction over Vail Pass. The 
problems presented themselves as mid-summer rains fell on the exposed soils of 
I 70 highway construction terrain. It was soon realized that the soils being 
dealt with on Vail Pass produced a dense suspension of colloidal material when 
mixed with rainfall runoff. The soils were of such nature that they remained in 
solution suspensions for several weeks at a time. After each rain storm, the 
turbid water made its way to the main streams of Gore and West Tenmile Creeks.
Within several weeks time, the turbid water presented a full scale problem to the 
municipal water supply of the citizens of Vail, Colorado as well as to the aquatic 
balance of the aforementioned streams.

Subsequent steps were taken to alleviate the problem. Professional personnel were 
hired to monitor all projects to trouble shoot erosion control matters. This has 
helped to a great degree, but it was soon realized that pre-planning erosion con
trol was necessary in order to provide successful on-site decisions.

Pre-planning for erosion control necessitates in-office research of each project 
to inventory all environmental data applicable to the project, and the analysis of 
this data. The pre-planning environmental inventory allows for precise estimates 
of erosion potential and enables the designer to devise a general overall plan 
available for on-site implementation. With erosion control designed into highway 
plans, on-site monitoring can concentrate on special problem areas which spontaneously 
occur along the project.

The rest of this pamphlet will be devoted to the development of a set of guidelines 
to be used as an erosion control aid for Project I 70-2(53). This will be an 
example of pre-planning for erosion control and will hopefully mitigate the 
potential for vast disruption of water routes by highway construction.

The content of this set of guidelines is broken into two major categories. The 
first category deals with a discussion of long term erosion control provisions.
The second deals directly with short term (during construction) provisions.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Project I 70-2(53) is approximately a one mile stretch of proposed interstate 
4-lane highway on Vail Pass. Located approximately 6 miles east of the town of 
Vail, the proposed project will cross Timber Creek, a main tributary to Black 
Gore Creek. The project extends from station 450 to station 500. The majority 
of the alignment is either immediately adjacent to Black Gore Creek or runs 
along the rim of a 50 foot bank above the creek. Serious problems with 
uncontrolled erosion potential are posed with this project.



•longterm provisions

Long term erosion control provisions are derived from an examination of overall 
environmental variables related to the project. This research leads to recom
mendations which are to be designed into the construction of the highway and 
become permanent means for erosion control once construction has stopped. These 
"built in" erosion control measures must be carefully integrated into the 
visual landscape and the environmental equilibrium of the area.

REVEGETATION

The most crucial variable in successful long term erosion control is revegetation 
of disturbed areas. The desire here is to introduce plant materials into the 
areas which are similar to, or are the natural evolutionary species of, the 
particular area being dealt with.

"Grasses"

Immediate ground cover is of utmost importance to erosion control. Fast 
results can be achieved by introducing annual grasses which germinate and grow 
rapidly. Seeding rates should be selected in such a way as to insure successful 
balance of soil nutrients, and long term ground cover equilibrium. Constant 
research will develop new techniques for revegetation.

"Trees & Shrubs & Forbs"

Transplants should be placed with utmost of care to insure success. Plant 
material should be located in the topographic areas most conducive to their success 
The primary example of this is the placement of willow types in moist to wet 
areas in the slopes. Forbs can aid in primary root mat establishment also.
These efforts will help establish long term stability of exposed areas.

Site inspection of revegetation is a critical aspect of these long term measures. 
Records must be kept as reference for future recommendations.
(Refer to project specification for exact requirements.)

SITE PREPARATION

Top soil type and placement become an important factor for successful revegetation 
in critical terrain. Soil tests shall be conducted periodically to determine 
suitability of chemical make up. Placement shall be held to a minimum of 4" and 
integrated into slope soil material as much as possible. Top soil stock piles 
should be protected from contamination, erosion, etc. The Landscape Inspector

     shall check every top soil placement.



Fertilizer application is a necessary factor in the areas in which we are dealing. 
Strict adherence to project specifications is essential.

The project mulching agent, hay, is used primarily for moisture retention and 
rain erosion control. In the past, uneven spreading of the mulch has caused 
rotting and seed kill. The Landscape Inspector must demand an even spreading 
of this material. (See project specifications.)

Soil retention blanket is our assurance of the least amount of soil loss to 
erosion. Jute blanket must be bound tightly to the mulch and top soil as much 
as possible. Over a ten year time span the degraded jute mat should provide 
additional biomass and nutrients.

Careful and conscientious efforts related to revegetation are the primary means 
to long term success with erosion control through natural stability. For 
details concerning exact specifications, see project specifications and refer 
to landscape and erosion control guide.

LONG TERM PHYSICAL DESIGN ELEMENTS

There are several design techniques which may be incorporated into the physical 
construction of the highway which can, by natural process, mitigate the vast 
potential for long term soil erosion. These measures are an attempt to blend 
terrain alterations with existing topographic features. Every attempt must be 
made to integrate the highway into the local hydrological systems.

BENCHES
A commonly used highway slope treatment for long term erosion control is benching. 
The primary purpose of benching is to slow down surface water and its resultant 
erosion potential. The benches also may provide excellent planting areas.
Some soils, which have a high moisture retention value, may encourage slope 
sloughing when loaded heavily. Benches may also become visual eyesores if 
they are designed too symmetrically and appear in conflict with surrounding 
natural land forms.

On the "53" project, benches are only warranted in a few areas. Locations such as 
Sta. 495, 477, 469 would seem to lend themselves to natural benches. These areas 
are cut/fill transition zones with natural drainage routes. Benches would aid 
permanent erosion control and blend with the natural terrain in these locations.

CULVERT OUTFALLS
Past history shows poor placement and treatment of culvert outfalls has been a 
major cause of unnatural erosion and land disturbance. It is going to be extremely
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important that the Landscape Inspector make sure that each culvert outfall be 
placed at the lowest part of the draw into which it is draining. This location 
should handle most water flows as it is a natural drainage and will probably have 
a somewhat stable bed. If, however, water is allowed to outlet away from the lowest 
point, large volumes of water will create land-gully erosion on the relatively 
unstable natural ground. A major problem to be encountered on the "53" project 
is the location of culvert outfall areas onto steep embankments leading to the 
stream. Culverts located at Sta 456 and 463 are the two major problem areas 
here. It is obvious that intricate run down systems will have to direct water 
through these steep areas to avoid side hill erosion and possible structural fill 
loss. The culvert outfall at 498 will have to be treated to prevent erosion 
and streambed encroachment on the retaining wall. In most cases, the contouring 
of fill slopes near culvert outlets can aid in water flow control and also be 
visually pleasing.

SLOPE MATTRESS & RUNDOWN
Major soil erosion problems have occurred in the past due to poor and inadequate 
placement of rubble rundowns and slope mattresses. The "53" project calls for 
3 slope mattresses. The locations of these areas are Stations 456, 463 and 469. 
All three of these rundowns occur on cut slopes which call for large rock cuts. 
Many possible problems present themselves here. The surface soils at the top 
of these cuts should be contoured to create a smooth transition into the rock 
cuts. The slope mattresses will line the bottom of these countoured drainages 
until they reach the beginning of the rock cuts. These mats should be tied into 
the ground with staples and their sides covered with topsoil. In addition, the 
sides should be seeded, mulched and juted to encourage revegetation creating a 
bond between cut slope and mattress. The transition zone between the slope 
mattress and rock cuts should be structurally overlapping to mitigate soil wash
out. In some cases the run downs may have to be curved to allow natural drainage 
movement.

MINOR DRAINAGES

In several places along the alignment minor runoff drainages will traverse the cut 
slopes. These areas should have slope treatment by developing draws that match 
the natural slope, concentrating the water and directing it to the ditch line. 
These areas should be landscaped with trees and "placed boulders" to encourage 
fast revegetation and drainage bed establishment. The effort will help deter 
runoff water from saturating large slope areas, thus preventing possible future 
sloughing.

INTERCEPTOR DITCHES

Interceptor ditches are a common sight along traditional highway construction.



Most often these ditches can be quite effective. It is our attempt, though, to 
bring as much water across the slope in several collection areas, as to not 
overload and underload areas of terrain with water. Large seepage locations 
will occur on certain areas along the alignment. These can be dewatered by the 
use of permanent interceptor ditches. Such decisions will be made on site and in
tegrated into the overall water plan for the project.

SLOPE ROUNDING
Except where conflicting design elements are involved, every highway cut and fill 
slope will be rounded. Soil erosion from the edges of steep slopes is one of the 
primary examples of poor highway design. With proper slope rounding and re
vegetation measures, an effective tie between natural ground and highway cut slope 
can be obtained. Fill flopes which are rounded to match natural terrain prevent 
erosion gulling at the toe. If extra material is needed for rounding, the muck 
excavation material may prove suitable as well as extra material from cut slope 
landscaping.

CULVERT INLETS

Often times culverts which have been placed in a deep basin or at the base of a 
steep drainage ditch have developed serious undercutting problems. There is a 
potential for this situation along project 53. Every attempt must be made to 
integrate inlets with natural drainage systems to avoid erosion problems.
Ditches should be landscaped to direct water to each inlet without abrupt turns 
that may promote erosion. Some situations may call for grouted rock approaches. 
The on-site decisions here shall be important.

ROCK CUTS

Several of the cuts on the "53" project will be blasted rock cuts. These should 
be preplanned to integrate with landscaping efforts and to allow for energy 
dissipation of waters falling from the top of the cut. There is a potential for 
long-term erosion of the ditch by these falling waters,thus the designs of 
these cuts should reflect this Dossibility.

•short term provisions

Short term provisions are the most important concerns facing highway construction 
on Vail Pass. On past projects, all "during construction" erosion problems were 
dealt with as they arose. Most often this was too late or the wrong solution.
The consequence was an unorganized system which resulted in vast damage to water 
routes adjacent to projects. This disorganization has lead to the need for 
the development of an overall erosion control plan which will accommodate large 
scale erosion problems and provide a framework for on-site decision making.
The following is the overall plan for project "53."



OVERALL EROSION CONTROL CONCEPT

The basic premise under which the overall plan has been devised is that the 
least contact between runoff and exposed construction terrain is desired. Water 
originating from drainage areas to be crossed by highway construction need not 
pass through the exposed area. Therefore, the primary objective of the erosion 
control plan is to bypass all clear water approaching the construction area by 
diverting it directly into the stream. Thus, only the water falling directly on 
the construction area need be dealt with.

CLEAR WATER DIVERSION

To get a grasp of quantities of water being dealt with, the alignment was broken 
down into drainage areas. Runoff quantities for these areas were calculated. With 
these quantities in mind, temporary diversion ditches were designed to intercept 
projected clear water. The location areas follow:

Sta 496-502

The diversion ditch will be located from the ridge of the first drainage area to 
the end of the project. Water will run eastward, bypassing exposed construction.

Sta 487 to 496

This ditch will run from the west ridge of the first drainage area, cross both 
drainages #2 and #3. The diverted water will flow into the major drainage (Timber 
Creek) at Sta 486 which is a no-work area and will remain clean through to Black 
Gore Creek.

Sta 479-485

Subdrainage areas #5 and #6 are minor and may be left alone.

Sta 473-479

At Sta 76+82 a culvert is planned for permanent cross drainage. This culvert 
may be used for cross drainage if placed immediately. Otherwise, a temporary 
cross pipe material should be used until permanent pipe is placed. This cross-over 
location will serve drainage areas #7, #8, and 1/2 of #9.
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Sta 459-473

At Sta 46a a cross culvert is also planned. This particular culvert cannot be 
placed until the cut is brought down to grade. Therefore, in order to accommodate 
clear water diversion through this area, it will be necessary to place a temporary 
cross drain until the pipe is placed. This bypass location will accommodate the 
runoff by a diversion ditch from drainage areas 10, 11, 1/4 #12, and 1/2 #9.

Sta 450-459

This final section diverts water from 3/4 drainage #12 and directs it into the 
major drainage section of #13 which will be a no-work section until the culvert is 
placed on the "49" project.

DIVERSION DITCH

An extreme length of ditch is required to effectively carry out this system. If 
this ditch were to be dug as is normal by machine and hand labor, the cost, time, 
and destruction to the environment would be quite great. It was decided that a 
temporary ditch should be fabricated. The technique arrived at was a combination 
of straw bales lined up end to end along the proposed ditch line. The row of 
bales will be covered by a plastic liner and tacked to both the natural ground 
as well as bales.

EROSION RUNOFF COLLECTION SYSTEM

The runoff control system is designed to collect any water falling on the con
struction area and channel it into holding structures or sedimentation ponds which 
are designed for each respective drainage area. It was originally felt that if the 
contractor were required to super elevate the grade as it was being constructed, 
then water would not flow over the fills except where designated areas were 
established for release into sedimentation ponds. This proposal seemed difficult 
to implement because of construction inconsistencies expected. It was decided 
that it would be more advantageous to line the toe of the downhill fill with a 
collection ditch. This will cover all expected problems, and allow for no 
unnecessary delays to the contractor. There are however, several places along 
the alignment where a downhill interceptor ditch will be nearly impossible 
to construct due to the nature of the terrain. In these cases, contractor co
operation will be mandatory. In addition, at certain points along the grade, 
water bars will be made at the end of each day's cut and fill operation. (See map 
locations.) These will divert water into plastic ditch liners that will carry 
the runoff into the respective drainage and sedimentation pond.
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DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM

Sta 499 - End of project

This section will require a small ditch to divert water flow off construction 
from 498 to end of project. Sedimentation pond #1, located at 502 near the 
stream, will handle runoff.

Sta 497 - 499

This section is an extremely critical area due to the encroachment of Black 
Gore Creek by a retaining wall structure. A diversion ditch is planned just 
above the creek to move water to a pumping station.(Details on this area are 
in the special problems section.)

Sta 491 - 497

Erosion runoff in this area will flow naturally by terrain features towards 
sedimentation pond #2 to be located adjacent to the stream at approximately 
Sta. 491.

Sta 487 - 491

Again, runoff will be directed by natural ridges toward sedimentation pond 
#3 located at 486 close to the stream.

Sta 480 - 485

This section will internally drain into designed sedimentation pond #4 whose 
location is approximately Sta 483.

Sta 478 - 480

Runoff from construction will be diverted by an interceptor ditch leading to 
sedimentation pond #5 at Sta 478.

Sta 475 - 478

Sedimentation pond #6 at Sta 475 will accommodate runoff diversion by ditches 
from drainage area #7.

Sta 471 - 476

Runoff originating in drainage areas #8 and #9 will be diverted by ditches into 
sedimentation pond #7.



Sta 462 - 471

Major diversion ditches will channel erosion runoff from drainage areas #10, 
and #11 into sedimentation pond #8 located at Sta 465.

Sta 450 - 462

This is the most critical section for erosion control. The downhill side of the 
proposed alignment skims the edge of a ridge that drops abruptly into Black Gore 
Creek. Construction here consists of sliver cuts and fills with a high potential 
for sloughing over into the creek. The proposal stands to construct a diversion 
ditch across the entire section to approximately Sta 451, where the runoff will 
flow into a culvert pipe and flow by gravity to sedimentation pond #9. The area 
is not condusive to easy construction of a diversion ditch. Therefore, the only 
alternative is to have each of the small cuts and fills immediately topsoiled, 
seeded, mulched, and juted. At the same time, the whole area must be super 
elevated while being constructed to channel water to Sta 450 where the water may 
still be piped to sedimentation pond #9.

EMERGENCY OVERFLOW SYSTEM

The final element of the overall erosion runoff collection system is that of the 
overflow emergency system. A large terrain depression exists on the west side of 
Highway 6. The basin will serve as an overflow retaining pond. Two pumps will 
be located along the alignment for emergency pumping from a chosen sedimentation 
pond to the overflow basin.

SEDIMENTATION POND DESIGN
The location of each pond is based primarily on availability of appropriate 
terrain and projected volumes of each area. Volume determinations have been 
made by calculating contributing areas of each pond times a 10 year design 
storm times the coefficient of permeability. Contributing drainage areas 
were determined by defining the area bounded by the clear water diversion 
ditch, natural drainage ridges, and erosion water ditches (see accompanying 
map). The following table describes each pond by: square feet of contributing 
drainage area, total acres of drainage area, number of cubic yards of pond 
volume needed to handle expected runoff, and approximate dimensions of the 
proposed pond.



S.P. #1 
72,000 
1.65 ac.
125 yd3
9' x 18' x 21'

S.P. #6 
240,000 
5.5 ac- 
435 yd3 
9' x 36' x 36'

S.P. #2 
240,000 
6.66 ac 
535 yd3

9' x 39‘ x 42'

S.P. #7 
140,000 
3.2 ac.
250 yd3
9' x 27' x 30'

S.P. #3 
257,000 
5.9 ac.
475 yd3
9' x 36' x 39'

S.P. #8 
396,000 
9.1 ac.
735 yd3
9' x 45' x 48'

S.P. #4 
231,000 
5.3 ac.
425 yd3
9' x 36' x 36'

S.P. #9 
497,000 
11.4 ac.
925 yd3
9' x 51' x 54'

S.P. #5 
117,000 
2.69 ac.
230 yd3
9' x 24' x 28'

S.P. #10 
Variable

SEDIMENTATION POND DETAILS

The locations for sedimentation ponds were selected with construction access in 
mind. Machinery will be allowed to approach each location to construct ponds 
with minimal detriment to the environment. Each pond will have two outlets.
One will be a snorkel overflow device to handle large quantities. The second 
outlet will be a pipe connected to a float which will keep the opening of the 
pipe at the top of the pond at all times. This outlet will have a valve to 
regulate flows. The purpose for the second outlet is to allow for the drainage 
of each pond after having been chemically treated. All outlets from sedimenta
tion ponds will require plastic down drains to the stream. The major basis for 
this reasoning is that most ponds are located at the edge of the high cliffs 
above the stream. Therefore, the added water in this area would promote new 
erosion unless it is protected. All ponds will be treated and emptied whenever 
any water is present. This will put the ponds in constant preparedness for 
any large storms.
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SEDIMENTATION POND TREATMENT

Turbidity will pose the largest problems for water quality and erosion control.
The system of sedimentation ponds has been created primarily to address this 
problem. Past experience showed that the soils being dealt with on Vail Pass 
remained in colloidal suspension for long periods of time. This has meant that 
to stay within water quality standards, the turbid runoff will have to be treated 
chemically instead of waiting for natural filtration to occur. To achieve this 
on the "53" project, the chemical agents all urn and separan will be utilized to 
floculate the turbidity out. The ponds will be treated in two ways. If the 
ponds are not full but need quick treatment, the forest service backpack sprayers 
are to be utilized, using the proper amounts of chemical mixtures. If the ponds 
are quite full, a small water truck may be brought down the road which was used 
to build the pond and then treat the pond. Each pond will have a measuring 
rod which will designate the depth such that the proper chemical quantities 
may be calculated.
To date, exact effects of the chemical "Separan" have not been tested. Thus, until 
experimentation by the CDH Environmental Division is complete, separan will not 
be used by project personnel. The overall treatment concentrations for all urn 
treatment will be as follows: approximately 0.5 lbs of allum is to be used 
for every 1 yd^ of turbid water. For application, as by back pack method, a 
maximum concentration of 6 lbs of allum for every 5 gallons of water shall be 
used.

WATER QUALITY MONITORING

Recent State and Federal regulations have set standards for water pollution 
control during highway construction. Therefore, the CDH must monitor and control 
all activities which may lead to increased water pollution. This Project also 
must comply with Forest Service water quality standards since it lies in the 
White River National Forest.

The main water quality parameter to be monitored is turbidity. Turbidity is a 
measure of the amount of suspended material in the water. It reflects the size, 
shape, refractive index, and the number of particles in suspension. Turbidity 
is measured in Jackson Turbidity Units (JTU) with a Hach 2100 A turbidimeter.

The CDH Water Quality Specialist, based at the Dowd Residency, will be responsible 
for collecting water samples, sample testing, and recording data. A minimum of 
two sampling sites will be established for this project. Locations will be on 
Black Gore Creek at each end of the project. The specialist will provide turbidity 
data from each sampling site to the contractor and other interested agencies. When 
standards are exceeded, all parties will be notified. Immediate action will be 
necessary to eliminate or control the polluting activity.
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Water samples will be taken at the most representative times possible. It may 
be necessary to take several samples per day during the snowmelt season to 
accurately reflect turbidity fluctuations. Base data for turbidity has not been 
obtained for this stream. However, the specialist will attempt to estimate the 
natural increase in turbidity along the project and report only the turbidity 
increase due to construction activities.

Where Point Discharge Permits have been acquired for this project, the CDH will 
monitor point discharge effluents. The contractor must notify the Water 
Quality Specialist whenever discharging is anticipated. It is the contractor's 
responsibility to maintain these discharges within EPA water quality standards 
stated in the permit.

It is anticipated that strict adherence to the erosion control plan outlined 
in this report will maintain water quality in Black Gore Creek within required 
standards.

•phased construction plan

It is necessary that several guidelines be set up for each phase of construction 
to allow for overall erosion control preparedness.

HAUL ROAD ACCESS & FIELD OFFICE EQUIPMENT
Project access will be off Highway 6 at approximately Sta 498. A small ridge 
extends from the old road down to the creek. To allow for large vehicle access, 
the top of the ridge will be cleared and graded. Where the road meets the 
creek, a bridge will be built to cross over to the future R.O.W. For maximum 
erosion prevention, the access road will be super-elevated to the east, to 
direct water to the west side of the road. Fill material for the bridge abut
ment will be taken from the west side of the road and a sedimentation pond will 
be built where this material is excavated, thus handling runoff from the road. 
The abutments for the bridge will have log retaining walls built between them 
and the creek to stop any sloughing. The only possible location for field 
office equipment appears to be an 1/8 of a mile up the pass from the haul road 
entrance, until adequate space is cleared on the project.

CLEARING OPERATIONS
Lumbering haul roads will be allowed to be dozed out on the future R.O.W. as 
long as no ground is opened. No trees will be dozed down. All trees will be 
cut at snowline and hauled out on the top of the snow. No future action will 
be taken until the snow has melted, and/or the temporary erosion control 
measures have been implemented. Burning permits are mandatory.



GRUBBING OPERATIONS
Grubbing will not occur until snow has melted and/or the proper temporary 
erosion control measures have been placed. Stumps under proposed fills may 
be left in areas designated by the project engineer. Other grubbed stumps 
may be piled where future fills are to occur at consent of the project engineer. 
Remaining stumps are to be hauled and burned with permits.

MUCK EXCAVATION
Muck Excavation requires maximum care for optimum erosion control. Of primary 
importance is that all potential run-off into a proposed mucking area, must 
be diverted. This is to say that all clear water diversion structures for 
each mucking area be in place before the operation begins. Absolutely no 
operations of equipment in the stream will be permitted unless it is deemed 
necessary by the Project Engineer. In such a case, any action must await 
the development of a short term plan. The contractor should contact the Project 
Engineer and Project Landscape Inspector to delineate areas for muck stock
piling which can be used for future fill slope landscaping.

GRADING OPERATIONS

It is here again emphasized the necessity to have the appropriate water bars 
and plastic run downs placed at the end of each days operation. These areas 
are delineated on the erosion run-off collection map. If construction stops 
during the day by a rainstorm, the same precautions are to be taken. In the 
attempt to centralize and control erosion run-off, it is imperative that the 
contractor keep the constructed grade "supered" to the up-hill ditch to prevent 
possible erosion onto the fill slopes. The worked grade should have as few 
holes or depressions in it as possible to prevent water build-up and its 
resulting erosion potential augmented by machinery traffic.

•special problem areas

The following is a list of areas having the potential to create large erosion 
problems.

Retaining Walls

The construction of retaining walls will obviously pose problems for erosion 
control by virtue of stream proximity. Mucking operations for the walls should



be carried out by starting at the farthest point from the stream. This should 
retain ground water erosion for pumping to selected sedimentation pond locations. 
When the areas are finally cleared and prepared for wall construction, temporary 
sand bag dikes should be built where stream interruption is possible. Areas 
around retaining walls must be revegetated carefully to avoid future erosion by 
streams.

Springs and Ground Water Seepage

Whenever construction intercepts a spring or ground water seepage, all adjacent 
construction must stop until the problem is under control.
All ground water flows, after being discovered, are to be diverted directly to a 
sedimentation pond. While a decision is being made as to how a solution is to 
be engineered, the spring should be diverted onto a plastic run down and kept 
clean all the way to the stream. No construction should be allowed to disturb 
this diversion until the appropriate solution is determined.

Rock Cut Erosion Potential

The "53" project calls for a series of large rock cuts. While these cuts are 
being formed, they will pose a problem with erosion. The vertical cuts will 
generate high water velocities falling on the grade being constructed. To 
mitigate the erosion potential, straw bales should be available for placement 
below these cuts in case of excessive water flow from above.

Bridge Abutment Protection

The steep sides of Timber Creek will demand excessive care with respect to the 
construction of bridge abutements. The toe of both abutements should be lined 
with straw bales to stop any sloughing into the creek. In addition these areas 
should have high priorities for seed, mulch, and jute protection.

Uphill Fill Protection

Sta 495 - 500, St 471 - 477 constitute fill slopes on the uphill side of the 
alignment. These areas can be a potential for erosion. The section from 
Sta 495 - 500 will drain into a pipe at Sta 498. Which will flow directly 
into the stream after the retaining wall has been constructed. To prevent 
fill slope contamination of the stream, straw bales should be placed at the 
mouth of the culvert in addition to a snorkel to form a small pond. This area 
should also be juted immediately. The situation between Sta 471 - 477 is less 
severe. In this instance, the water flowing over the fills will collect at the 
culvert at Sta 473. The erosion water will flow into sedimentation pond #7 
for treatment.
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Steep Ridge Section

This section has already been mentioned before as critical. All the small fills 
along this ridge must be covered with jute immediately. If the erosion run-off 
diversion ditch is not built, Hay Check dams should be placed at the toe of 
each fill.
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